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Governor commends Rajiv Gandhi University

The Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.) extended his appreciation to Rajiv Gandhi University for securing second position in all India Central University Ranking, scoring 83% under various parameters evaluated by the Union Ministry of Education. He said that it is a brilliant accomplishment and it reflects well on the academic management traits and the good work of the faculty, and more importantly the contribution of the students of the University.

As Chief Rector of RGU I compliment you, the esteemed members of the faculty, the promising students and each and every member of the staff of RGU for the concerted effort rendered in achieving this high niche for the University, the Governor said.

The Governor exhorted the University fraternity to focus on their strengths and further improve the environment of teaching, learning, personality development and placement of the students. He expressed confidence that with promotion of a healthy academic environment, faculty’s pains-taking teaching skill and with honest transparent and visionary academic management, the Vice Chancellor and his RGU Team will be able to achieve first rank during the next evaluation.

As a premier institute of Higher Education in Arunachal Pradesh, you have set a good benchmark, the Governor said in his appreciation letter.
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